2021 Tips From the Pros on Acting Workshop
Houston is filled with TALENT that needs some direction to set their goals and career path. This workshop
is designed to do just that! A day of varied informative workshops ending with a panel of professionals.
The purpose of the workshop is to give actors relevant tips that can be applied immediately to their
careers to help them develop a career path and achievable goals.
With a panel of Professionals at the end to view scenes and give feedback to actors.
Special Guest - Casting Director: Beth Sepko (Queen of the South, The Son, The Long Road
Home, Alita Battle-Angel, Straight Outta Compton, Machete)
Beth will join Talent Agents Pastorini/Bosby Talent, Spark Talent, Boysen Talent, & Publicist Nina
Hargis for a feedback panel at the end of the workshop
1.) Intensive Coaching from Crystal Martinez on techniques for IN-PERSON, TAPED & VIRTUAL
AUDITIONS. Framing, action within the frame, a quick way to understand and connect to the character,
internalize the lines and present the scene through script analysis will all be covered. Each actor will have
the opportunity to work on a scene of their choosing for redirects, and perform the scene for the panel at
the end of the workshop.
2.) Practical camera centered tips from Director of Photography Larry Mckee
In this VERY INTERACTIVE workshop, Larry will bring his camera setup and demonstrate what different
angles, lighting, movement, lenses, aperture and more will look like on the SCREEN to give actors a
better understanding of how their movement translates to the screen! Actors will have a chance to
LITERALLY see each example ON CAMERA through audience volunteers!
3.) Publicist Nina Hargis will cover the ever changing world of social media and the fluid world of
branding. What to do and what not to do. Networking and relationships are integral in the business and
Nina will discuss the importance of these and share personal and client stories to explain. Highly
informative and useful for ACTORS, INFLUENCERS, CREATIVES OF ALL TYPES.
4.) Makeup Artist Monique McLaughlin
MUA and actors will have the opportunity to sharpen their practical skills across
film/tv/commercial/fashion/print Standard actor requirements for makeup and hair for men and women for
auditions, set, headshots and print. Staying prepared for live audition with common looks, and wardrobe,
what works for taped auditions and more
5.) Casting Director - Beth Sepko
Beth will speak to actors about the common mistakes she sees in the audition room and give actors
relevant, useful advice for auditions from her 20+ year career casting for feature films, network TV shows,
independents, commercials, print ads and MORE!
6.) OGAC Alumni Actors - Ulysses Montoya, Mo’ Alfy, Molly BergActively working actors with different backgrounds who started their careers in Houston, Texas and are
currently, actively booking!
PROFESSIONAL PANEL
The final portion of the workshop will be the panel where actors will have the opportunity to receive tips,
redirects and feedback on a scene they perform for the panel!!
May 1 or 2 In Houston, TX
EARLY REGISTRATION HAS BEGUN! Talent represented by Pastorini/Bosby Talent, Boysen Talent,
Spark Talent can register for an additional discount price of $275 between March 12 - March 26!
Call or text 713.492.8621 or email ogaccm@gmail.com and to register. View the FB event page “2021
Tips From the Pros for Actors” for more information. SPACE IS LIMITED. NO REFUNDS OR
EXCHANGES. Not an audition or job interview, performances before the panel are for feedback and exposure
ONLY. No guarantees of representation or job is guaranteed or implied. Workshop entry fee is for training and
information only.

